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Address Lombarda Macchine S.a.s. 
Via Modigliani, 9 
20022 Castano Primo 

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
SPACER BENDER
DESICCANT FILLER
IG LINES

COMPLETE LINE FOR INSULATING GLASS for the manufacturing of double-glazing insulating glass.

 Characteristics: 

washing and drying section completely in stainless steel with brushes for L.E. glass
 assembly section with motorized fitting spacer and automatic system for profile reference automatic
 press with system for structural glass with electronic control by C.N. and possibility to automatically working of double-gasket glazings
we can supply two type of IG Lines:
 Semi-automatic: suitable for small productions, these lines offer simplicity and high speed of work.
 Full automatic: complete with coupling press and automatic gas injection - structural glass - double air chamber. 

 
WASHING MACHINE

WASHING MACHINES - VERTICAL / HORIZONTAL

 Our washing machines are suitable for small, medium and large glass production. It´s possible to choose between many options, designed for
different requirements: 4 or 6 brushes, different workable glass size and glass thickness.

The washing machine consists of an entry area, a washing, rinsing and drying zone and an exit area. Glass is transported by means of special rubber
rolls mounted on supports with ball bearings.

 In the washing unit there are 2/3 cylindrical brushes front (or lower) and e 2/3 cylindrical brushes rear (or upper), sprinkled with water recycled by a
pump with self-contained closed circuit tank.

 Final rinse with pump, filter and self-contained closed circuit tank (in the horizantal washing machine final rinse with drinkable or demineralized water).
Drying group with inclined blowers trasversely placed with respect to the passage of the glass sheet and fed by a high pressure centrifugal exhauster

 Our washing machines can be combined to grinding machines and vertical driller, to straight edging machines or used for general edge wash, with
possibility to have special charateristic following customers requirements.

EXTRUDERS
BUTYL EXTRUDER
SEALING ROBOT
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